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Double sided tape 

Installing a golf grip is easy for the in-experienced, 
however if its your first go, you may need to find a 
different method or technique to allow you to slide 
a golf grip on with ease. 
 
Generally the thicker the butt of driver shaft, or 
thicker the grip (oversize), it is best to use more 
lubricant or additional tools. 
 

This is what all major golf companies use when fitting a 
golf grip. 
 
Lubricant is used to break down the glue on the  one side 
of the tape. When it dries, a permanent high tensile bond 
is created that is air bubble free, and wont move or shift 
due to age or heat. 
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Glue 

This is old skool club making - club pro's have been 
using a rubber/gel based glue for decades. 
 
It's easy to apply and can be purchased from any 
hardware store for around $9-$10. When sliding the grip 
on, make sure you use plenty of glue and push all air 
bubbles out with your thumb and index finger.  

An essential re-griping tool for 
replacing worn-out grips - 
especially on big butts shafts.    
 
1) Install grip tape over golf shaft  and 
lubricate the inside of the golf grip then 
pour over the grip tape.  
 
2) Working quickly, slip the big butt grip 
installer into the grip mouth as far as it 
will go.    
3) Push the big butt grip installer over 
the shaft as far as it will go under the 
grip listing, and pull the tool free. 

 

Technique 

A sold technique is vital when fitting a golf grip. Mr Golf Grip 
reccomends holding the grip like the adjacent. 

• Lightly pinch the opening of the grip with you fore finger 
and thumb. 

• Guide the inner bottom lip of the grip with your 
forefinger. 

Grip Installer DIY Video and Step By Step Instructions 

HINT:  
Brampton HF-100 Solvent, 
Methylated /Turpentine 
spirits make good solvents. 
If you are having trouble 
getting the grip started, 
apply some dish-washing 
liquid on the inner lip and 
butt end of the shaft 

HINT:  
Dip an old shaft or long piece 
of dowel into the tin about 
2" down. Push it up and 
down into the grip like a 
chimney sweep. Apply a 
little more to the butt end of 
the shaft to make it easier to 
slip on.   

https://www.youtube.com/embed/5iGGo6FMhsc
http://freepdfhosting.com/77aec12961.pdf

